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The Bewitching of Aveline Jones - Phil Hickes 2021-09-16
Turn on your torches and join Aveline Jones! Aveline is thrilled when she discovers that the holiday cottage
her mum has rented for the summer is beside a stone circle. Thousands of years old, the local villagers
refer to the ancient structure as the Witch Stones, and Aveline cannot wait to learn more about them. Then
Aveline meets Hazel. Impossibly cool, mysterious yet friendly, Aveline soon falls under Hazel's spell. In fact,
Hazel is quite unlike anyone Aveline has ever met before, but she can't work out why. Will Aveline discover
the truth about Hazel, before it's too late? Join the world of Aveline Jones, where mysteries are solved,
spirits are laid to rest, and everybody gets to bed on time. Perfect for adventurers aged 9+ and fans of
Michelle Harrison, Piers Torday and Jamie Littler.
Buried Fire - Jonathan Stroud 2014-11-27
Two brothers, Michael and Stephen MacIntyre, together with their sister Sarah and the local vicar Tom
Aubrey, uncover a deadly secret buried near their village. But time is short: can they prevent the
awakening of an ancient evil before its powers corrupt them for ever?
Returner's Wealth - Paul Stewart 2013-09-03
From the creators of the internationally bestselling Edge Chronicles comes an epic story of dragons! The
wyrmeweald is a hostile place, an arid wasteland where man is both hunter and hunted, and where the
dragon-like wyrmes reign supreme. Seventeen-year-old Micah enters the wyrmeweald intent on stealing a
wyrme egg to sell for a bounty. With the riches such an egg will bring—returner’s wealth—Micah can go
home to a life of luxury, and win the hand of the girl he loves. But the wyrmeweald is a treacherous place,
and Micah quickly finds himself in mortal danger. When a tracker named Eli rescues him, Micah is forced
to prove his worth, and together he and Eli defend a rare wyrme hatchling from kith bandits intent on
stealing and selling wyrme eggs. As Micah soon discovers, this hatchling has a guardian already—the
beautiful, brave, and dangerous Thrace. Micah and Thrace make the worst possible match: Micah is a
would-be bandit, and Thrace is a wyrme rider-assassin, devoted protector of the wyrmeweald. Yet their
chemistry is undeniable, and soon Micah and Thrace join forces to protect the rare wyrme and battle the
evil forces that encroach on their native habitat. But is there anything left in the devastated wyrmeweald to
be saved?
The Leap - Jonathan Stroud 2010-09-30
Everyone says that Max is drowned, but Charlie thinks differently: she was in the mill-pool with him, and
knows exactly what she saw. When she begins to see him in her dreams, her hopes are raised. It seems the
reunion she craves is possible. But where exactly is Max leading her? And will she be able to return?
The Frozen Crown - Greta Kelly 2021-01-12
"Propulsive and intricate, Greta Kelly has constructed a world of twisting politics and thrilling magic
following a heroine who is both clever and uncompromising, but ultimately, has heart. A stellar read that I
thoroughly enjoyed." -- Emily Duncan, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked Saints A princess with
a powerful and dangerous secret must find a way to save her country from ruthless invaders in this exciting
debut fantasy, the first novel in a thrilling duology packed with heroism, treachery, magic, and war. Askia
became heir to the Frozen Crown of Seravesh because of her devotion to her people. But her realm is
facing a threat she cannot defeat by sheer will alone. The mad emperor of the Roven Empire has unleashed
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a horde of invading soldiers to enslave her lands. For months, her warriors have waged a valiant, stealth
battle, yet they cannot stop the enemy’s advancement. Running out of time, she sets sail for sun-drenched
Vishir, the neighboring land to the south, to seek help from its ruler, Emperor Armaan. A young woman
raised in army camps, Askia is ill-equipped to navigate Vishir’s labyrinthine political games. Her every move
sinks her deeper into court intrigues which bewilder and repel her, leaving her vulnerable not only to
enemies gathering at Vishir's gates, but to those behind the palace walls. And in this glittering court, where
secrets are worth more than gold, Askia fears that one false step will expose her true nature. For Askia is a
witch gifted with magical abilities—knowledge that could destroy not only her life but her people. As her
adversaries draw closer, Askia is forced to make an impossible choice—and no matter what she decides, it
may not be enough to prevent Seravesh’s fall.
Mountwood School for Ghosts - Toby Ibbotson 2014-10-09
Fredegonda, Goneril, and Drusilla are Great Hagges, much more important and much rarer than regular
old hags. They think that ghosts these days are decidedly lacking and that people haven't been scared of
ghosts for years. So one day they decide that something needs to change - it's time for these ghosts to learn
a thing or two about being scary. And what better way to teach them than to set up their very own school
for ghosts? Mountwood School for Ghosts is a funny ghost story from Toby Ibbotson, son of award-winning
author Eva Ibbotson, based on an idea conceived by Eva Ibbotson, with a cover by Alex T. Smith. Now in
paperback.
Amulet Of Samarkand - Jonathan Stroud 2004-05-01
Nathaniel, a magician's apprentice, summons up the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to steal the
Amulet of Samarkand from the powerful magician Simon Lovelace.
Jackaby - William Ritter 2015-08-25
“Sherlock Holmes crossed with Buffy the Vampire Slayer.” —Chicago Tribune Newly arrived in New
Fiddleham, New England, 1892, and in need of a job, Abigail Rook meets R. F. Jackaby, an investigator of
the unexplained with a keen eye for the extraordinary--including the ability to see supernatural beings.
Abigail has a gift for noticing ordinary but important details, which makes her perfect for the position of
Jackaby’s assistant. On her first day, Abigail finds herself in the midst of a thrilling case: A serial killer is on
the loose. The police are convinced it’s an ordinary villain, but Jackaby is certain the foul deeds are the
work of the kind of creature whose very existence the local authorities--with the exception of a handsome
young detective named Charlie Cane--seem adamant to deny. “The rich world of this debut demands
sequels.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “We honestly couldn’t put it down.” —Nerdist.com “Toss
together an alternate 19th-century New England city, a strong tradition of Sherlockian pastiche, and one
seriously ugly hat, and this lighthearted and assured debut emerges, all action and quirk.” —Publishers
Weekly • A Top Ten Fall ’14 Kids’ Indie Next Pick • A 2014 Kirkus Reviews Best Book for Young Adults • A
2015 YALSA Top Ten Best Fiction for Young Adults Title • A 2015 Pacific Northwest Book Award Winner •
A 2015–2016 Georgia Peach Award Nominee • A Junior Library Guild Selection
The Ring of Solomon: A Bartimaeus Novel - Jonathan Stroud 2012-01-24
Bartimaeus, everyone's favorite (wise-cracking) djinni, is back in book four of this best-selling series, now
available in paperback. As alluded to in the footnotes throughout the series, Bartimaeus has served
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hundreds of magicians during his 5,010 year career. Now fans can go back in time with the djinni, to
Jerusalem and the court of King Solomon in 950 BCE. Only in this adventure, it seems the great Bartimaeus
has finally met his match. He'll have to contend with an unpleasant master and his sinister servant, and he
runs into just a "spot" of trouble with King Solomon's magic ring....
Lockwood & Co 05: The Empty Grave - Jonathan Stroud 2017-09-07
After their recent adventures, the Lockwood & Co team deserve a well-earned break . . . so naturally they
decide to risk their lives breaking into a heavily-guarded crypt. A building full of unsettled souls, it's also
the final resting place of Marissa Fittes, the legendary and (supposedly) long dead ghost hunter. What they
discover their will change everything. So begins a race to get to the truth behind 'the Problem', and an epic
struggle against the Fittes agency. A struggle that will pit the team against the most terrifying enemy they
have ever faced. Not even the dead will survive unscathed . . . Jonathan Stroud once again delivers a
rousing adventure full of danger, laughs, twists, and frights, with incredible revelations that will send
readers back to Book 1 to start the series all over again. 'Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan
Every Breath - Ellie Marney 2014-10-14
When James Mycroft drags Rachel Watts off on a night mission to the Melbourne Zoo, the last thing she
expects to find is the mutilated body of Homeless Dave, one of Mycroft's numerous eccentric friends. But
Mycroft's passion for forensics leads him to realize that something about the scene isn't right--and he wants
Watts to help him investigate the murder. While Watts battles her attraction to bad-boy Mycroft, he's busy
getting himself expelled and clashing with the police, becoming murder suspect number one. When Watts
and Mycroft unknowingly reveal too much to the cold-blooded killer, they find themselves in the lion's den-literally. A trip to the zoo will never have quite the same meaning to Rachel Watts again...
The Golem's Eye: A Bartimaeus Novel - Jonathan Stroud 2011-12-13
The second adventure in the Bartimaeus trilogy finds Nathaniel working his way up the ranks of the
government, when crisis hits. A seemingly invulnerable clay golem is making random attacks on London.
Nathaniel and Bartimaeus must travel to Prague to discover the source of the golem's power. Includes a
preview chapter from Ptolemy's Gate, the third book in the series.
LOCKWOOD & CO.: THE EMPTY GRAVE - Jonathan Stroud 2017-09-12
Five months after the events in The Creeping Shadow, we join Lockwood, Lucy, George, Holly, and their
associate Quill Kipps on a perilous night mission: they have broken into the booby-trapped Fittes
Mausoleum, where the body of the legendary psychic heroine Marissa Fittes lies. Or does it? This is just one
of the many questions to be answered in Book 5 of the Lockwood & Co. series. Will Lockwood ever reveal
more about his family's past to Lucy? Will their trip to the Other Side leave Lucy and Lockwood forever
changed? Will Penelope Fittes succeed in shutting down their agency forever? The young agents must
survive attacks from foes both spectral and human before they can take on their greatest enemy in a
climactic and chaotic battle. And to prevail they will have to rely on help from some surprising--and
shadowy--allies. Jonathan Stroud once again delivers a rousing adventure full of danger, laughs, twists, and
frights. The revelations will send readers back to Book 1 to start the series all over again. Exclusive to this
paperback edition: a Lockwood & Co. short story, "The Dagger in the Desk," and an illustrated ghost guide.
The Hospital by the River - Catherine Hamlin 2016-06-17
Gynaecologists Catherine and Reg Hamlin left Australia in 1959 on a short contract to establish a midwifery
school in Ethiopia. Over 40 years later, Catherine is still there, running one of the most outstanding medical
programmes in the world. The Hamlins dedicated their lives to women suffering the catastrophic effects of
obstructed labour. The awful injuries that such labour produces are called fistulae, and until the Hamlins
began their work in Ethiopia, fistula sufferers were neglected and forgotten - a vast group of women facing
a lifetime of incapacity and degradation. Catherine and Reg, with their team of dedicated fistula surgeons,
have successfully operated on over 25,000 women, and the Addis Ababa Fistula Hospital, the hospital they
opened in 1974, has become a major teaching institution for gynaecologists from all over Ethiopia and the
developing world. Since Reg's death, Catherine and her team have continued the work.
The Whispering Skull - Jonathan Stroud 2015-02-26
"Stroud is a genius' Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson series. Ghosts and ghouls beware! London's
smallest, shabbiest and most talented psychic detection agency is back. Life is never exactly peaceful for
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Lockwood & Co. Lucy and George are trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull trapped in their ghost
jar, while Lockwood is desperate for an exciting new case. Things seem to be looking up when the team is
called to Kensal Green Cemetery to investigate the grave of a sinister Victorian doctor. Strange apparitions
have been seen there, and the site must be made safe. As usual, Lockwood is confident; as usual, everything
goes wrong a terrible phantom is unleashed, and a dangerous object is stolen from the coffin. Lockwood &
Co must recover the relic before its power is unleashed, but it's a race against time. Their obnoxious rivals
from the Fittes agency are also on the hunt. And if that's not bad enough, the skull in the ghost-jar is
stirring again The author of the blockbuster BARTIMAEUS sequence delivers another humorous and
chilling instalment in the critically acclaimed LOCKWOOD & CO. series."
The Sky Beneath the Stone - Alex Mullarky 2022-02-24
Thirteen-year-old Ivy North is an adventurer. She can pitch a tent in four minutes flat, knows the local
landscape like the back of her hand, and she's an expert map reader. There's just one problem. She's afraid
to go outside. But when her little brother is transformed into a kestrel by a powerful sorcerer, Ivy is the
only one who can rescue him. Following him through a mysterious hole in the garden wall, she emerges in
Underfell -- an enchanted realm that seems like the Lake District she knows, but is dangerously different.
Battling her dread of being out in the open, Ivy must gather all her courage to navigate a path across this
extraordinary world, where powerful fairies with birds' wings fly through purple skies and a ghostly spectre
haunts her every step. With the help of an unexpected new friend, can Ivy break the spell -- before her
brother becomes a bird forever? An immersive and beautifully written fantasy adventure, The Sky Beneath
the Stone is a soaring journey of family, friendship, overcoming fear -- and realising that we are never as
lost as we think we are. Alex Mullarky's debut novel introduces a captivating new talent in children's
fiction.
Grave Secrets - Sylvia McNicoll 1999
Grave Secrets is published by Fitzhenry and Whiteside.
Lockwood & Co.: The Screaming Staircase - Jonathan Stroud 2013-09-17
A sinister Problem has occurred in London: all nature of ghosts, haunts, spirits, and specters are appearing
throughout the city, and they aren''t exactly friendly. Only young people have the psychic abilities required
to see—and eradicate—these supernatural foes. Many different Psychic Detection Agencies have cropped
up to handle the dangerous work, and they are in fierce competition for business. In The Screaming
Staircase, the plucky and talented Lucy Carlyle teams up with Anthony Lockwood, the charismatic leader of
Lockwood & Co, a small agency that runs independent of any adult supervision. After an assignment leads
to both a grisly discovery and a disastrous end, Lucy, Anthony, and their sarcastic colleague, George, are
forced to take part in the perilous investigation of Combe Carey Hall, one of the most haunted houses in
England. Will Lockwood & Co. survive the Hall''s legendary Screaming Staircase and Red Room to see
another day? Readers who enjoyed the action, suspense, and humor in Jonathan Stroud''s internationally
best-selling Bartimaeus books will be delighted to find the same ingredients, combined with deliciously
creepy scares, in his thrilling and chilling Lockwood & Co. series.
The Outlaws Scarlett and Browne - Jonathan Stroud 2021-10-05
Action! Humor! Fantasy! "Kicking off a new series with a bang (several bangs, in fact), Stroud sends two
young fugitives with murky pasts fleeing murderous pursuers across a fractured future Britain." —Kirkus
Reviews, starred Scarlett McCain is a shoot-first ask-questions-later kind of outlaw. She scrapes by on bank
heists, her wits—and never looking back. She’s on the run from her latest crime when she comes across
Albert Browne. He is the sole survivor of a horrific accident, and against her better judgement, Scarlett
agrees to guide him to safety. This is a mistake. Soon there are men with dogs and guns and explosives hot
on their heels. Scarlett’s used to being chased by the law, but this is extreme. It was only a little bank she’d
robbed . . . As they flee together across the wilds, fighting off monstrous beasts, and dodging their
pursuers, Scarlett comes to realize that Albert Browne is hiding a terrible secret. And that he may be the
most dangerous threat of all. In this fast-paced, quick-witted whirlwind of a story, Jonathan Stroud
introduces two unlikely allies—the outlaws Scarlett and Browne—who are about to become the most
notorious renegades in all that’s left of Britain.
Dragonwatch - Brandon Mull 2018-03-13
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The dragons that have been kept in sanctuaries want their freedom—and their revenge—and the world’s
only hope is the reformation of the ancient order of Dragonwatch in this New York Times bestselling first
novel of a new sequel series to Fablehaven from author Brandon Mull. In the hidden dragon sanctuary of
Wyrmroost, Celebrant the Just, King of the Dragons, plots his revenge. He has long seen the sanctuaries as
prisons, and he wants nothing more than to overthrow his captors and return the world to the Age of
Dragons, when he and his kind ruled and reigned without borders. The time has come to break free and
reclaim his power. No one person is capable of stopping Celebrant and his dragon horde. It will take the
ancient order of Dragonwatch to gather again if there is any chance of saving the world from destruction.
In ancient times, Dragonwatch was a group of wizards, enchantresses, dragon slayers, and others who
originally confined the majority of dragons into sanctuaries. But nearly all of the original Dragonwatch
members are gone, and so the wizard Agad reaches out to Grandpa Sorenson for help. As Kendra and Seth
confront this new danger, they must draw upon all their skills, talents, and knowledge as only they have the
ability to function together as a powerful dragon tamer. Together they must battle against forces with
superior supernatural powers and breathtaking magical abilities. How will the epic dragon showdown end?
Will dragons overthrow humans and change the world as we know it?
Death by Bubble Tea - Jennifer J. Chow 2022-07-05
Two cousins who start a food stall at their local night market get a serving of murder in this first novel of a
delicious new cozy mystery series by Jennifer J. Chow, bestselling author of Mimi Lee Gets a Clue. When
Yale Yee discovers her cousin Celine is visiting from Hong Kong, she is obliged to play tour guide to a
relative she hasn’t seen in twenty years. Not only that, but her father thinks it’s a wonderful idea for them
to bond by running a food stall together at the Eastwood Village Night Market. Yale hasn’t cooked in years,
and she hardly considers Celine’s career as a social media influencer as adequate experience, but because
she’s just lost her job at her local bookstore, she feels she has no choice. Yale and Celine serve small dishes
and refreshing drinks, and while business is slow, it eventually picks up thanks to Celine’s surprisingly
useful marketing ideas. They’re quite shocked that their bubble tea, in particular, is a hit—literally—when
one of their customers turns up dead. Yale and Celine are prime suspects due to the gold flakes that Celine
added to the sweet drink as a garnish. Though the two cousins are polar opposites in every way, they must
work together to find out what really happened to the victim or the only thing they’ll be serving is time.
Haunted Love, Vol. 1 - Various 2017-04-12
Haunted Love is the unholy spawn of Haunted Horror and Weird Love, the critically acclaimed series by
Yoe Books!
The Dagger in the Desk - Jonathan Stroud 2015-09-08
A thrilling new case for London’s most talented psychic detection agency. In London, a mysterious and
potentially deadly ghost is stalking the halls of St. Simeon’s Academy for Talented Youngsters. It lurks in
the shadows, spreading fear and icy cold—and it carries a sharp and very solid dagger...The headmaster
wastes no time in enlisting the help of ghost-hunters Anthony Lockwood, Lucy Carlyle, and George Cubbins.
Can Lockwood & Co. survive the night and save the day? Don’t miss this exciting Lockwood & Co.
adventure, which includes a bonus Ghost Guide and a preview of The Hollow Boy, the next book in the
series!
Horror Heights: The Slime - Bec Hill 2021-09-30
'A great read. Slimey delicious fun from start to finish!' - Jonathan Ross Welcome to Horror Heights: can the
children who live here conceal the strange goings on behind closed doors? GOOSEBUMPS for a new
generation, by award-winning comedian and CITV presenter, Bec Hill. Connie hasn't found her talent yet,
but at least she has her slime collection - if it's gooey, she's got it! She hopes that by adding a few extra
ingredients to a simple recipe she will uncover a talent for slime-making, but alas, all she uncovers is a hot,
stinky mess which ends up in the bin. It's shaping up to be another uneventful weekend ... until her failed
slime experiment wakes her up the next morning. It's alive! And can talk! And is named... Big. Big adores
Connie and wants to protect her from everything at all times, which is very sweet. At first. But when it gets
bigger, grows teeth and threatens to eat her friends and father, can Connie uncover her TRUE talents in
order to protect everything from THE SLIME? The first in a creeptastic new series for readers aged 8 and
up - are you brave enough to discover the scares behind every door at Horror Heights?
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Obsidian Mirror - Catherine Fisher 2013-04-23
The obsidian mirror. Its power is great and terrible. Men have been lost in it, the dead brought back to life
through it, and the future annihilated by it. Or this is what will happen unless the mirror is destroyed. Three
people seek the mirror: the first has been sent from the future to shatter its power; the second will protect
the mirror at all costs, obsessed with its power; and the third needs the mirror to find a murdered father
and save his life. But only one can succeed. The mirror can send you to the past, but it will not bring you
back. With superb world-building that includes the real world, the faery world, and a dystopic future, this
hauntingly astonishing adventure is the start of a new trilogy from the master of the sci-fi/fantasy genre,
Catherine Fisher. Fans of Orson Scott Card, Dr. Who, Shakespeare, and Blade Runner won't be
disappointed.
Overwatch Coloring Book - Blizzard Entertainment 2017-10-15
"Overwatch: An Adult Coloring Book" is an epic volume of art capturing the spirit and wonder of Blizzard
Entertainment's award-winning top game of 2016. This deluxe coloring book showcases the video game's
artistry through more than 75 pieces of concept art, paintings, and sketches. With breathtaking images of
Overwatch's characters, settings, and thrilling adventures, this coloring book has something for every
Overwatch fan.
Heroes of the Valley - Jonathan Stroud 2010
YA. Adventure fiction. Fantasy fiction. Listen then, and I'll tell you again of the Battle of the Rock. But none
of your usual wriggling, or I'll stop before I've begun . . .Halli loves the old stories from when the valley was
a wild and dangerous place - when the twelve legendary heroes stood together to defeat the ancient enemy,
the bloodthirsty Trows. Halli longs for adventure but these days the most dangerous thing in the valley is
boredom. He tries to liven things up by playing practical jokes. But when one of his jokes goes too far, he
reawakens an old blood feud and finds himself on a hero's quest after all. Along the way he meets a ruthless
thief, a murderous rival, and a girl who may just be as fearless as he is . Jonathan Stroud has created an
epic saga with a funny, unique spin, and an unforgettable anti-hero.
A Thousand Perfect Notes - C. G. Drews 2018-06-07
An emotionally charged story about the power of dreams, and how passion can turn to obsession. Beck
hates his life. He hates his violent mother. He hates his home. Most of all, he hates the piano that his
mother forces him to play hour after hour, day after day. He will never play as she did before illness ended
her career and left her bitter and broken. But Beck is too scared to stand up to his mother, and tell her his
true passion, which is composing his own music - because the least suggestion of rebellion on his part ends
in violence. When Beck meets August, a girl full of life, energy and laughter, love begins to awaken within
him and he glimpses a way to escape his painful existence. But dare he reach for it? Thrilling and
powerfully written, this is an explosive debut for YA readers which tackles the dark topic of domestic abuse
in an ultimately hopeful tale.
The Amulet of Samarkand - Jonathan Stroud 2011-12-13
Nathaniel is a magician's apprentice, taking his first lessons in the arts of magic. But when a devious hotshot wizard named Simon Lovelace ruthlessly humiliates Nathaniel in front of his elders, Nathaniel decides
to kick up his education a few notches and show Lovelace who's boss. With revenge on his mind, he
summons the powerful djinni, Bartimaeus. But summoning Bartimaeus and controlling him are two
different things entirely, and when Nathaniel sends the djinni out to steal Lovelace's greatest treasure, the
Amulet of Samarkand, he finds himself caught up in a whirlwind of magical espionage, murder, and
rebellion.
The Creeping Shadow - Jonathan Stroud 2016
Lucy has left Lockwood & Co. A freelance operative, she is hiring herself out to other agencies - agencies
that might value her ever-improving skills. But now Lockwood needs her help. Penelope Fittes, leader of the
well-renowned Fittes Agency wants Lockwood & Co. - and only them - to locate and remove the 'Source' for
the legendary Brixton Cannibal. It's a tough assignment. Made worse by the tensions between Lucy and the
other agents - even the skull is treating her like a jilted lover! What will it take to reunite the team? Black
marketeers, an informant ghost, a Spirit Cape that transports the wearer, and mysteries involving their
closest rivals may just do the trick. But not all is at it seems. And it's not long before a shocking revelation
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rocks Lockwood & Co. to its very core . . . 'Stroud is a genius' - Rick Riordan, author of the Percy Jackson
series.
The Land of Neverendings - Kate Saunders 2018-08-14
A beautiful and heartbreaking novel from an award-winning author about a girl who gets swept up into an
adventure involving forgotten toys, perfect for fans of Lauren Wolk and Kelly Barnhill. "A delicate, funny,
poignant exploration of grief, love and memory that has the welcoming warmth of an instant classic."--The
Guardian Emily and her sister, Holly, were as close as sisters could be. They did everything together. But
Holly died three months ago, and Emily's world is shattered. Amid a sea of changes--her best friend is
acting distant, she's just started at a new school, and she's been cast as the lead in the school play--Emily is
surprised to find that she misses Holly's teddy bear, Bluey, almost as much as she misses Holly herself. But
Bluey was buried with Holly, and there's no getting either of them back. Then one night, Emily dreams of
talking toys, who tell her they have come from the toy world with a message from Bluey. Emily is convinced
she can be reunited with him. But there's something strange about the barrier between the toy world and
the real world. Not just strange, but dangerous--magic is spilling out, and it's wreaking havoc on Emily's
world. Now she must decide whether finding Bluey is worth risking the lives of those she loves. "Deeply
moving and highly imaginative."--The Daily Mail "Written from the heart and can't fail to make yours sing."-The Times, Book of the Week "One of the wittiest books of the year."--The Sunday Times "Suffused with
longing and dappled with humor, this novel explores the limits of grief and the lasting power of
storytelling."--Wall Street Journal "From whimsical comicality to impending danger...a standalone title, in
which the topic of loss is dealt with deftly. For readers willing to let their imagination soar, this fantasy may
be just what they are looking for, especially if they have experienced grief."--School Library Journal "An
imaginative, magical story ideal for kids experiencing loss."--Kirkus Reviews "Wise in the ways of loss as
Emily discovers that the route through grief lies not in escaping to Smockeroon but in engaging with the
hard world, in the passage of time, in friendship, memory, and, above all, storytelling."--The Horn Book,
Starred Review "A refreshing take on the classic theme of toys coming to life, with the residents of
Smockeroon amusingly sassy and self involved. There is still plenty of warmth...while the magical elements
cushion the heftier themes...A pleasing blend of sentiment and humor."--Bulletin "Saunders combines the
hard reality of loss and the soft comfort of fantasy surprisingly well, offering unexpected humor in
Smockeroon as well as sharp insights into human characters."--Booklist
Outwalkers - Fiona Shaw 2019-02-26
In this tense, page-turning story of survival in near-future England, Jacob must go to all lengths to find his
dog and escape to freedom with a gang of rebel children. In a frighteningly real near future England, Jacob
escapes from the Academy orphanage to reenter a world that is grimly recognizable. The Coalition can
track anyone, anywhere, from a chip implanted at birth. Now Jacob must fulfill his promise to his parents,
find his dog, Jet, and navigate his way out of England. Their only hope is a band of children who have found
a way to survive off the grid: The Outwalkers. Their rules are strict, but necessary if they're going to get out
alive...
Lockwood & Co: The Empty Grave - Jonathan Stroud 2017-09-12
Soon to be a major Netflix series! Want to hear a ghost story? That's good. I know a few . . . After their
recent adventures, the Lockwood & Co team deserve a well-earned break . . . so naturally they decide to
risk their lives breaking into a heavily-guarded crypt. A building full of unsettled souls, it's also the final
resting place of Marissa Fittes, the legendary and (supposedly) long-dead ghost hunter - though the team
have their suspicions about just how dead she might be. What they discover changes everything. Pitched
into a desperate race to get to the truth behind the country's ghost epidemic, the team ignite a final, epic
battle against the Fittes agency. A battle that will force them to journey to the Other Side, and face the
most terrifying enemy they have ever known. Can everyone make it out alive? Join Lucy, Lockwood, George
and Holly for one last time as they battle ghosts and humans for truth and justice in this breathtaking finale
to the bestselling series. 'Stroud is a genius' - Rick Riordan
The Last Siege - Jonathan Stroud 2011-07-29
When Emily, Simon and Marcus discover the deserted castle, it seems like an escape from the midwinter
snows and their individual loneliness. But their occupation of the ruin quickly takes on a momentum of its
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own, and soon threatens their friendship, their freedom and their lives.
Lockwood & Co., Book Five The Empty Grave - Jonathan Stroud 2018-09-18
Five months after the events in The Creeping Shadow, we join Lockwood, Lucy, George, Holly, and their
associate Quill Kipps on a perilous night mission. They have broken into the booby-trapped Fittes
Mausoleum, where the body of the legendary psychic heroine Marissa Fittes lies. Or does it? This is just one
of the many questions to be answered in Book of the Lockwood & Co. series. Will Lockwood ever reveal
more about his family's past to Lucy? Has their their trip to the Other Side left the two of them changed
forever? Will Penelope Fittes succeed in shutting down their agency-and does she threaten something
deeper still? The young operatives must survive attacks from foes both spectral and human before they can
take on their greatest enemy in a climactic and chaotic battle. And to prevail they will have to rely on help
from some surprising-and shadowy-allies. Nothing is sacred and no one is safe as Lockwood & Co. race to
uncover the truth about the Problem in this rousing finale fulle of dangers, laughs, twists, and frights. The
revelations just might send you back to Book One to start the series all over again
LOCKWOOD & CO.: THE EMPTY GRAVE - Jonathan Stroud 2017-09-12
Five months after the events in The Creeping Shadow, we join Lockwood, Lucy, George, Holly, and their
associate Quill Kipps on a perilous night mission: they have broken into the booby-trapped Fittes
Mausoleum, where the body of the legendary psychic heroine Marissa Fittes lies. Or does it? This is just one
of the many questions to be answered in Book 5 of the Lockwood & Co. series. Will Lockwood ever reveal
more about his family's past to Lucy? Will their trip to the Other Side leave Lucy and Lockwood forever
changed? Will Penelope Fittes succeed in shutting down their agency forever? The young agents must
survive attacks from foes both spectral and human before they can take on their greatest enemy in a
climactic and chaotic battle. And to prevail they will have to rely on help from some surprising--and
shadowy--allies. Jonathan Stroud once again delivers a rousing adventure full of danger, laughs, twists, and
frights. The revelations will send readers back to Book 1 to start the series all over again. Exclusive to this
paperback edition: a Lockwood & Co. short story, "The Dagger in the Desk," and an illustrated ghost guide.
The Hollow Boy - Jonathan Stroud 2016-08-16
As a massive outbreak of supernatural Visitors baffles Scotland Yard and causes protests throughout
London, Lockwood & Co. continue to demonstrate their effectiveness in exterminating spirits. Anthony
Lockwood is dashing, George insightful, and Lucy
Ptolemy's Gate - Jonathan Stroud 2011-12-13
In the third book of the series, Bartimaeus, Nathaniel, and Kitty must test the limits of this world, question
the deepest parts of themselves -- and trust one another if they hope to survive. Includes a preview chapter
from The Ring of Solomon, a Bartimaeus novel.
Seven Ghosts - Chris Priestley 2019-10
The award-winning author of Tales of Terror stirs up old ghosts in this spine-tingling, multi-narrative
horror.Jake and the other finalists in a writing competition have been invited to a stately house for a tour
like no other. As their guide leads them through grand rooms, hidden nooks and magnificent grounds, they
hear the stories of seven ghosts who haunt the halls. Strange shapes and shadows follow Jake as he
journeys through the house and with each tale that Jake hears, he begins to feel more uneasy. All is not as it
seems and soon Jake will discover that something is very, very wrong.
The Meaning of Things - A.C. Grayling 2011-07-21
A refreshing distillation of insights into the human condition, by one of the best-known and most popular
philosophers in the UK. Thinking about life, what it means and what it holds in store does not have to be a
despondent experience, but rather can be enlightening and uplifting. A life truly worth living is one that is
informed and considered so a degree of philosophical insight into the inevitabilities of the human condition
is inherently important and such an approach will help us to deal with real personal dilemmas. This book is
an accessible, lively and thought-provoking series of linked commentaries, based on A. C. Grayling's 'The
Last Word' column in the GUARDIAN. Its aim is not to persuade readers to accept one particular
philosophical point of view or theory, but to help us consider the wonderful range of insights which can be
drawn from an immeasurably rich history of philosophical thought. Concepts covered include courage, love,
betrayal, ambition, cruelty, wisdom, passion, beauty and death. This will be a wonderfully stimulating read
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justice, wrong, love, loss or any of the other profound experience life throws out.

and act as an invaluable guide as to what is truly important in living life, whether facing success, failure,
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